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Abstract: Weakening multinational corporation (MNC) commitment to corporate
social responsibility (CSR) has caused increasing concern in China. What motivates
MNC’s to diminish their commitment to CSR? This paper applies game theory to
attempt to answer this important question for the Chinese context. The aim of this
paper is to characterize the decision choices MNC managers face using game theory
and to evaluate whether game theory, based on cost–benefit analysis, can contribute to a better understanding of the tendency to diminish CSR. Public opinion,
political legitimacy, competing priorities, stage of market development, short-term
orientation, and stakeholder activism each influence manager’s choices. Despite the
widespread recognition that CSR is important in business, the costs of CSR implementation are implicitly weighed against the benefits of favorable CSR outcomes.
We demonstrate how the weakening observed in China exhibits properties amenable to analysis in a game-theoretic sense rather than dominance and how the
trend might be reversed. The findings of this study provide useful insights into the
consequences of stakeholder behavior for CSR outcomes. Researchers will find the
results helpful in further exploring how specific stakeholder activities influence CSR.
Investors, managers, regulators, and stakeholders will find the results expository of
some underlying forces influencing managerial decision-making in MNCs.
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Consumers expect businesses to behave as good
corporate citizens. We know that weakening
corporate commitment to corporate social
responsibility (CSR) has caused increasing
concern in China. The motivations and actions
of corporations have tremendous potential
for improving or damaging those they affect.
Corporations act to pursue advantage within
existing conditions. This means pursuing a strong
image through corporate social responsibility.
Sometimes conditions “back home” are different
from those found “elsewhere.” We wrote this
paper to describe how conditions in China might
influence corporations to behave differently than
they might at home.
We decided to try to understand why this
might be so. Our study uses game theory and
cost–benefit analysis to appraise the desirability
of different choices. We built scenarios that show
that decisions like these are influenced by local
conditions and that sometimes making the “right”
decision might a mean reduced commitment to
corporate social responsibility.
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1. Introduction
Growing attention from academics and top executives has been paid to corporate social responsibility (CSR) strategies in China (Cheng, Ioannou, & Serafeim, 2014; Lam, 2014). The aim of this paper is
to characterize the decision choices MNC managers face using game theory and to evaluate whether
game theory, based on cost–benefit analysis, can contribute to a better understanding of the tendency to diminish CSR in China. The Chinese context is an important one, in part, since its population
is 1.34 billion residents (National Bureau of Statistics of China, 2017), its land mass is roughly equivalent to the US, and its economy is projected to eclipse the US before 2050 (PWC Global, The World in
2050, 2017). The context is also important because of well-publicized CSR failures (Li-Wen, 2010).
There is a lack of understanding of MNC CSR in China. This paper responds to the call by Samuelson
(2016) to apply game theory to aggregate individual motivations to understand important complex
phenomena. This paper illustrates a novel approach to the study of CSR in China and produces findings that increase understanding of CSR activities in the Chinese context. Although the sensibilities
of customers in developed countries play an important role in promoting CSR in emerging markets
such as China (Cheung, Kong, Tan, & Wang, 2015), often CSR efforts lag in a foreign context. CSR
refers to corporate social or environmental behavior that goes beyond the legal or regulatory requirements of markets and economies (Kitzmueller & Shimshack, 2012). From the point of view of
stakeholders and the theory of global corporate citizenship (Post, 2002), CSR refers to those activities
assumed by a multinational corporation in the way of their economic, legal, ethical, and charitable
interests as “corporate citizens.”
Multinational enterprises (MNEs) doing business in China face an array of challenges in deploying
strategies for CSR (Graafland & Zhang, 2014). The motivation for CSR has been attributed to both
corporate nationality and the cultural orientation of the firm (Choi, Chang, Li, & Jang, 2016) or based
on the quest for political legitimacy (Zhao, 2012). The success or failure of CSR initiatives depends, in
part, on consumers’ viewpoints (Cheung et al., 2015). Some research has shown that consumers in
different countries have different expectations of CSR (Han, 2015). Stakeholder groups play an important role in directing or bolstering the firm’s commitment to social responsibility. The role of such
groups is dynamic and depends on the host country context (Belyaeva & Kazakov, 2015).
This paper begins with a review of the literature related to CSR and the Chinese context and adopts
cost–benefit analysis (McWilliams & Siegel, 2001) to illustrate the choices for MNCs and stakeholders
in CSR behavior. As Mc Williams and Siegel have pointed out, managers are continually under pressure to devote corporate resources to CSR. In doing so they implicitly seek an equilibrium condition,
that permits CSR as a steady state. Yet, in China CSR seems to be in decline (Williams & Aguilera,
2008). We respond to Samuelson’s call (2016) for broader application of game theory to explain
important phenomena by making deliberate approximations of behavior we observe in this context.
We take a game-theoretic approach to explore why firms weaken CSR commitment in the Chinese
context and how this trend might be reversed. First, we develop two cost–benefit formulations representing the trade-off relationships faced by MNCs and by CSR stakeholders. In the first formulation, we illustrate that firms pursuing CSR incur direct costs, while benefitting from the corresponding
economic rents. We observe that the more stakeholders value the cost of MNCs weakening the social
responsibility, the higher the probability that stakeholders will respond actively and the higher the
likely degree of regulation to follow. Next, we develop a new game-theoretic framework to produce
a payoff matrix to explain the downward pressure on CSR in China. The results clarify how MNC’s in
emerging economies respond to pressure or indifference from stakeholders. Since prior research has
not addressed the problem of decreasing CSR in China directly, we contribute by opening the door to
further empirical investigation based on our findings.
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2. Theory development
The motives of firms in fulfilling their social responsibilities are complex. Such motives may include
the rewards associated with open and transparency requirements of enterprises for investors, regulators and public interest groups reflected in press releases and annual reports, as well as implicit
incorporation of the public, regulators or shareholders’ wish that enterprises grapple with complex
socioeconomic problems (Rondinelli & Berry, 1997, 2000). A firm’s level of commitment to CSR will
bring corresponding benefits, including opportunities to gain access to capital, the reduction of unexpected compliance costs, improved financial performance, and increases in positive brand awareness (Husted, Allen, & Kock, 2015; Mohammed, 2015; Ni & Li, 2012; Williams & Aguilera, 2008; Yin &
Zhang, 2012) or political legitimacy (Zhao, 2012). Such benefits may vary depending on context
(Cavaco & Crifo, 2014). Similarly, firms’ commitment to CSR involves cost–benefit trade-offs. Thus,
decision preferences are formulated to assess social responsibility activities based on market-based
interest (Jing & Graham, 2008; Lozano, 2011; Wirl, 2014). Research into CSR practices in China is in
its infancy (Moon & Shen, 2010). In China, MNCs incur direct costs when bearing new CSR, and benefits often lag in the short term. This leads some to view their relationships in China and stakeholders
in transactional terms (Xu & Yang, 2010) and view CSR activities as expenses rather than investments in the future. Such pressures might contribute to a firm’s intentional breach of CSR such as
hiring child labor, using non-environmental production equipment and methods, and even tax evasion (Christmann, 2004; Toshihiro & Akira, 2014). These phenomena of weak or absent social responsibility practices may be more serious in developing countries where the regulatory environment
may be weak or corrupt. In such contexts, while firms bring benefits to such as improvements to
infrastructure, employment, political stability, local income-earning opportunities, skills training,
and increases to tax revenues, they also bring social and environmental costs, such as the consumed resources, little interest in treating employees in an equitable manner, and damage to local
traditions and customs (Bird & Smucker, 2007).
Weak social responsibility of firms in developing countries is generally reflected in two ways. First,
the practice of CSR most common in the home countries is sometimes not actively pursued in the
host country. In such instances, the culture of the host country gives way to the parent country culture to the detriment of the host. Second, there is a “dual standard” in environmental protection,
consumer responsibility, and other CSR roles (Cheung et al., 2015). That is, firms commit to CSR in a
way that includes lower standards than they might employ in the home country. In China, one might
observe cases in which the social costs of weak CSR include corruption, illegal business practices, illegal tax evasion, collusion, low labor, and product safety standards (Lam, 2014). In a national comparative sense, MNC subsidiaries in China frequently make a nominal commitment to social
responsibility, but may do less in practice, especially in protecting the environment (Yin & Jamali,
2016). Most of CSR practices employed relate to social benefits (health insurance, pension insurance,
kindergartens, nurseries, and paid holidays), charitable donations, charity events, and educational
practices designed for public image development and reputation strengthening, and stakeholders’
relations enhancement. The humane care of the employees, the protection of the rights and interests of laborers, after-sales service, communication with stakeholders, disclosure of social responsibility information and other aspects, MNC subsidiaries in China often do not undertake and innovate
as actively as they do in home country (Yin & Zhang, 2012). Husted and David (2006) propose that
the pressure to manage or increase CSR originates primarily from system pressure such as government regulations, corporate policies, institutional arrangements, etc. This view in contrast with one
that would argue that the cause of social responsibility weakening emerges from an unsound regulatory environment including the government’s overreaching policies to protect, and ineffective supervision by stakeholders (Wu & Keke, 2009). The institutional setting on China with its unique
characteristics has been seen as determinative of MNC CSR behavior (Hoffman et al., 2017) and as
constraining that behavior to one of two forms. Yin (2017) argues that in China, firms are “embedded
in multiple layers of institutional environment and corporate social decisions making depend on the
institutions within which they operate.” Some scholars analyze weakening mechanisms from a
game-theoretic perspective and establish corresponding game models, but these games have heretofore focused mainly between MNCs and the government, without considering other stakeholders
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or other firms. (Jing & Graham, 2008; Wei & Tang, 2013). Stevens (2007) conceptualized the problem
as two- and three-person ultimatum game bargaining models. In his formulation, the ultimatum
game consists of a positive amount of money, which can be distributed among the three players in
the presence of zero-sum conditions. Ni and Li (2012) have employed a game-theoretic approach to
analyze cooperative social benefits between supply chain members, where a downstream firm (F)
and an upstream supplier (S), interact with each other with respect to CSR behavior and analyze the
impact of exogenous parameters. Wu and Keke (2009) propose that MNEs should be responsible for
all the stakeholders between which there is a cooperative and mutually beneficial relationship, and
this relationship forms a dynamic game. Samuelson (2016) suggests that game theory promises
important insights where it can be applied to approximations of conditions rather than to their literal
representations. The literature has yet to produce specific robust and flexible mathematical model
for the relationships between various stakeholders and MNCs.
Based on our review of the literature and in particular, Samuelson (2016) and Belyaeva and
Kazakov (2015), we propose a game-theoretic model of the interaction between firms and various
stakeholders. The model we derive is taken from the perspective of general cost analysis. We then
establish a corrected game model based on analyzing the direct and indirect costs in order to
achieve better generalizability.

2.1. Cost–benefit analysis of MNCs CSR
The stakeholders of MNC subsidiaries in China include international organizations, the Chinese
Government at each level, suppliers, and local residents. We take the perspective that managers
wish to enhance shareholder wealth and can therefore be thought of as rational actors (Simon,
1959). Firms fulfilling their CSR must pay the direct costs, while benefitting from the corresponding
economic rents. In like fashion, we take the view that stakeholders wish to maximize their benefits
from CSR while minimizing costs. Stakeholders incur regulatory costs to encourage social responsibility, while gaining corresponding benefits because of firms’ activities in CSR. Therefore, stakeholders as well as firms can be thought to balance the costs and benefits of their activities and to
recognize both as they assume their roles. Each seeks equilibrium. MNC subsidiaries in China pay
certain direct costs to behave in socially responsible ways. Countervailing costs exist if MNCs weaken
their CSR efforts since they are subject to increasing pressure from multiple stakeholders, and will
eventually pay associated indirect costs. The more firms commit to CSR, the more direct costs they
pay, at the same time, the lower are the indirect costs from regulation. Adding to the direct economic costs for violation of relevant laws and regulations are the potential opportunity costs incurred. These include government restrictions on investments in the host country and market losses
due to decline in the company’s reputation for not behaving in a socially responsible manner.
Therefore, the more firms neglect CSR, the less they pay in direct costs, and the more they pay in
indirect costs due to regulation. Thus, firms choose between strengthening and weakening their CSR
activities. In an economic sense, then, in addition to cultural- or market-related phenomena, the
basis for selection of a strategy for CSR involves comparison of direct and indirect costs. If the direct
costs are higher than indirect costs, firms will tend to choose to reduce the intensity of CSR. If indirect costs are higher than the direct costs, firms will tend to increase its CSR activities. Ultimately,
because of the pursuit of profitability, MNCs choose to assume the level of CSR where minimum total
cost is achieved, i.e. where direct and indirect costs are minimized. The graph in Figure 1 illustrates
Figure 1. Cost of social
responsibility for MNC.
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Source: Adapted from
McWilliams and Siegel (2001).
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the cost relationships in a cost–benefit sense (McWilliams & Siegel, 2001; Wolfe, 1929) with respect
to social responsibility of MNC: C1d represents direct costs, C2i represents the indirect costs, and T0
represents the point of the best choice where MNCs commit to social responsibility is at equilibrium.
If stakeholders increase regulation of social responsibility, it will inevitably bring a rise in indirect
costs, then C2i curve moves upward. MNCs will have to increase social responsibility efforts to T1. If
stakeholders decrease regulation of social responsibility, it will inevitably bring a decline in indirect
costs, then C2i moves downward. MNCs will surely choose to weaken social responsibility to T2.
Therefore, the key determinants of MNCs’ choice as to whether to maintain or modify CSR depends
on whether the various stakeholders increase pressure on the behavior of MNCs by increasing the
intensity of regulation.

2.2. Cost–benefit analysis of stakeholders’ regulatory utility
Stakeholder groups have similar cost–benefit trade-offs. The relationship between regulatory cost
and costs to stakeholders is presented in Figure 2. As stakeholders deal actively, regulation will increase as will direct costs. Conversely, a passive stakeholder bears the associated indirect costs.
Eventually, stakeholders minimize the total cost and make the indirect cost equal to direct costs. C1(r)
represents direct costs, C2(p) represents indirect costs; r0 is the best degree of regulation of stakeholders. If the degree that MNCs are required to fulfill social responsibility is increased, C2(p) moves
downward, and the degree of regulation by stakeholders falls to R1. Similarly, if the MNC itself does
not assume enough social responsibility, but stakeholders underestimate their indirect costs, it will
lead to a decline in C2(p), causing the degree of regulation to drop with stakeholders dealing in a passive way. Conversely, if the degree that MNCs fulfill the social responsibility decreases, C2(p) will move
upward, and the degree of regulation by stakeholders will tend to rise to r2. Similarly, the more stakeholders value or overestimate the cost of MNCs weakening the social responsibility, the higher the
probability that stakeholders will respond actively and the higher the likely degree of regulation.
In a fashion similar to the preceding analysis, if the various stakeholders conclude that the direct
costs are greater than the indirect ones, then the stakeholders will choose a passive response. If
they think that the indirect costs are greater than the direct ones, the various stakeholders will
choose to increase active regulation in response. Eventually, stakeholders are sure to choose a regulation degree that minimizes the total cost and makes the indirect cost equal to direct costs.
Our observations from Figures 1 and 2 identify the cases when the decision-making of MNCs and
various stakeholders rely on judgments relating to the costs and benefits of their behaviors. MNCs
decide to fulfill the social responsibility or to weaken it according to the degree of stakeholders’ active regulation. Stakeholders decide to deal in either an active or a passive way based on the comparison between the indirect costs caused by MNC’s actions related to CSR and direct costs caused
by the regulation of social responsibility. Game theory is ideal to study decisions where decisionmaking subjects’ behaviors interact directly with each other and equilibrium problems inherent in
decisions such as these. The subjects of decision-making in the game will consider every possible
decision of the opponents comprehensively, and rationally choose the most reasonable and effective decision for themselves. Therefore, we can say that, it is the best selection of the game between
MNC subsidiaries in China and various stakeholders that MNC subsidiaries in China choose to weaken
their social responsibility.
Figure 2: Regulatory Costs to
Stakeholders.
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Adopting such an approach, we next consider the mathematical form of the behavioral interactions to be observed among the competing stakeholders. Following Belyeava and Kazakov (2015),
we adapt their model to the present context. Thus, there are payoff matrices A = (aij), B = (bij) … that
characterize the game’s value to the players in all admissible situations. The goal for each player is
to maximize value, while others’ value is irrelevant.

aij + bij → |aii − bij| → min
The well-studied antagonistic matrix zero-sum game is useless for our purpose, considering that,
having players whose interests are opposite (although not identical); the classical approach does not
allow formalizing a CSR approach. A zero-sum polymatrix graphical game Nash equilibrium can be
computed in polynomial time, by simply solving a two-player zero-sum game and rounding off the
equilibrium; another possible way would be to apply bimatrix games (Govindan & Wilson, 2002). We
chose the stakeholders pair games, following Belyaeva and Kazakov (2015), assuming that there are
two players who can choose different strategies of interaction. Of course, considering only pairwise
interactions of the interested parties simplifies the real situation, but modeling a game that is not a
zero sum enables finding an indirect way to balance the interests of other players. Priorities could be
calculated with indicators affecting each stakeholder considered. We consider numeric evaluation
indicators as ri, i = 1, …, n, so the corresponding maximum value is:
rimax , i = 1, … , n; m1 is the number of first player’s strategies; m2 is the number of second
player’s strategies, m = m1 + m2 where
𝛼i ≥ 0, I = 1, …, n; j = 1, …, m
j

is a weighted indicator for the chosen strategy j for the first player
𝛽i ≥ 0, I = 1, …, n; j = 1, …, m
j

is a weighted indicator for the chosen strategy j for the second player.

∑m

j

We assume that j=1 𝛼i = 1,
egies k − l ak, (l − m1) is:

𝛼k , (l − ml)

m
∑

j=1

j

𝛽i for all i = 1, … , n. Then, the first player’s outcomes in strat-

∑n (𝛼ik + 𝛼li )ri
i=1

rimax

This makes the second player’s outcomes:

𝛽k , (l − ml)

n
∑
(𝛽ik + 𝛽il )ri
i=1

rimax

3. Nash equilibrium strategy
The preceding formulation leads us to the conclusion that diminishing CSR represents the logical
Nash equilibrium strategy for an MNC given the conditions that exist in China. Recall that Nash
(1951) argued that any finite non-cooperative game will yield an equilibrium strategy. Through cost–
benefit analysis, we conclude that although cooperation and mutual benefit exist between MNE
subsidiaries in China and various stakeholders along certain dimensions goal conflict exists in the
economic interests imbedded in CSR. Thus, the two sides become game subjects on CSR. Consider a
game involving two players: the MNC subsidiary in China and international organizations. Although
MNC subsidiaries in China and international organizations have common interests in the balanced
development of global economy, non-performance by MNCs or interest in CSR has gradually degenerated into a worldwide social problem. International organizations seek to develop a series of
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norms to urge multinational companies to fulfill their social responsibilities, to achieve stability of
international practices and standards. Due to differences in national circumstances, standards and
policies, however, there is a paucity of binding principles to guide MNC strategies, of uniform and
enforceable standards on social responsibility, as well as a lack of powerful environmental groups
with international scope. In this game context, MNCs can easily avoid or minimize penalties, resulting in multinational companies choosing to weaken CSR in order to maximize their own economic
benefits.

3.1. A game between MNC subsidiaries in China and Chinese Government
The performance evaluation of local government generally takes economic growth rate as the evaluation index, resulting in the prevalence of vicious competition between localities, local protectionism and investment preferential policies, which provides MNC subsidiaries a bargaining advantage
(Yin & Zhang, 2012). Relying on the support of the local government, the MNCs sometimes ignore
CSR by engaging in activities such as polluting the environment, reducing wages, the use of child
labor, and production of substandard products (Yin & Zhang, 2012). In the face of weakening of CSR,
local governments often fear dampening multinational foreign direct investment. In time this leads
to a lax environment and some localities even harbor some violations. Even if there are punishments, the MNC incurs less punishment than in the home country due to China’s incomplete and
lower standard laws and regulations. Therefore, in a game with various local governments taken
singly, MNCs in China choose their dominant strategies of weakening commitment to CSR.

3.2. A game between MNC subsidiaries in China other groups
The public at large does not pay enough attention to the issue of CSR in China, and there is little overt
supervision of CSR such as the media supervision by public opinion as in developed countries
(Newman, Nielsen, & Miao, 2015). The public tends to overestimate the cost of the supervision and
regulation on social responsibility of the multinational subsidiaries in China, and at the same time
underestimate the damage to multinationals’ own interests when they weaken their social responsibility (Darigan & Post, 2009). For consumers who are generally from the countryside with low income, their consumptions are price-oriented. They attach great importance to the employment
opportunities provided by the MNC, and underrate the contamination of product production processes, post-processing and the damage to their own labor rights and interests. For the suppliers,
they are motivated by building good relations with the MNC subsidiaries in China, in order to get
longer and more stable contracts. Furthermore, China’s non-governmental organizations are strictly
limited in qualifications, establishment and operations, and it is difficult for them to have a strong
voice in the dialog with large multinational companies in China. Therefore, in the game with residents, consumers, suppliers, and non-governmental organizations, there is no doubt that multinational companies in China are in a dominant position, and they are bound to take double standards
inconsistent with the mother country for gain in their own short-term interests.

3.3. A game between MNC subsidiaries in China and the media
Supervision and propaganda of media organizations in Western countries often put a great deal of
social pressure on the enterprise. In addition, there is a danger of turning moral hazard into business
risk, forcing enterprises to fulfill their CSR. The force of public opinion supervision is relatively weak in
China where rights awareness is relatively weak. As the voice of the government, the major media
report MNC operating behaviors with national policy guidance (Lin et al., 2010), and do not publish in
an objective way, so do not form an effective supervision. In some special cases, the media can even
be found to work with the privileged and the business interest groups to help tout the political
achievements of local government officers (Darigan & Post, 2009). Therefore, in the game with MNC
subsidiary in China, the supervisory role of public opinion and propaganda of the media is not
enough, so that the MNC subsidiary in China can avoid the chance of turning moral risk to business
risk to some extent. Therefore, they again choose the dominant strategy, which is weakening their
CSR for the host country.
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3.4. Simple Nash equilibrium model
The above analysis can be described in a simple Nash equilibrium model (Nash, 1950) if we assume,
as we have, that each player wishes to maximize utility; that each is rational and that each is of
equal bargaining skill. Through the above analysis, we know that the MNCs choose to weaken their
social responsibilities mainly because that the rewards are not big enough when carrying out social
responsibilities, and the punishment is not big enough when weakening their responsibilities. In addition, the priority strategy of the MNCs is to weaken their social responsibilities. Stakeholders underestimate the social and economic benefits brought by actively responding to the CSR of MNC
subsidiaries in China, and overestimate the supervision cost of responding to CSR, which results that
various stakeholders choose take little of no action in response to the social responsibility issue of
MNC subsidiaries in China.

4. Model one
International organizations, Chinese Government and the public all prefer the MNC subsidiary in
China to carry out their social responsibilities. In general, they have the same interest and can be
seen as one party of the game, which are the stakeholders. The other party of the game is MNC subsidiary in China. There are two strategies for the MNC subsidiary in China with respect to CSR: one is
to carry out their social responsibility, the other is to weaken it. There are also two corresponding
strategies for the stakeholders: one is to adopt an activist attitude toward MNEs’ CSR, and to
strengthen supervision and manage public opinion; the other one is to take a passive attitude toward the MNCs’ CSR.
Our model assumes that the MNCs would not receive rewards from the stakeholders when carrying out their social responsibility, and incur scant punishment when weakening CSR. When the MNC
fulfills their social responsibilities, and the stakeholders take a passive response, their outcomes are
T1 and R. When MNCs fulfill their social responsibilities, and the stakeholders take an active role,
their corresponding outcomes are T1 and R − C1, where C1 is regulatory cost. When MNCs weaken
CSR, and stakeholders take a passive role, their corresponding proceeds are T1 + T2 and R − L, with L
representing the loss to stakeholders when the MNEs weaken CSR and T2 represents economic rents
MNEs get when weakening CSR. When the MNEs weaken their social responsibilities, and the stakeholders take an active role, their corresponding outcomes are T1 + T2 − C2 and R − C1, where P is the
cost of punishment when the MNEs weaken CSR

4.1. Payoff matrix of the game
The game payoff matrix of both parties is shown as below in Figure 3.
For simplicity’s sake, we aggregate stakeholders here as a single player in the game. The other
party is the MNE. There are two strategies for the MNE: one is to carry out their social responsibility,
and the other is to weaken it. There are also two corresponding strategies for the stakeholders: one
is to adopt an activist attitude toward MNEs’ CSR, and the other one is to take a passive role. The
Figure 3. Payoff matrix.

Multi-National Corporate Subsidiary in China
2
1

Stakeholders
Posture

Active

Passive

Weakening
CSR Actions

R+C1, T1+T2-P

R-L, T1+T2

Carrying out
CSR Actions

R-C1, T1

R, T1
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model assumes that the MNEs are not rewarded for carrying out their social responsibility, but to get
scant punishment when weakening CSR. When the MNEs fulfill their social responsibilities, and the
stakeholders take a passive response, their outcomes are T1 and R. When MNEs fulfill their social
responsibilities, and the stakeholders take an active role, their corresponding outcomes are T1 and
R − C1, where C1 is regulatory cost. When MNEs weaken CSR, and stakeholders take a passive role,
their corresponding proceeds are T1 + T2 and R − L, with L representing the loss to stakeholders
when the MNEs weaken CSR and T2 represents economic rents when weakening CSR. When the
MNEs weaken their social responsibilities, and the stakeholders take an active role, their corresponding outcomes are T1 + T2 − C2 and R − C1, where C2 is the cost of punishment when the MNEs weaken CSR. Recall that in the payoff matrix, stakeholders underestimate L while overestimating C1.
Therefore, the stakeholders choose to take a passive role. At the same time, as the result of insufficient penalties, the economic rent T2 the MNEs enjoy is far larger than the penalty C2, so the Priority
selection of the MNEs is to weaken CSR. The final outcome of the Nash equilibrium game is that the
MNEs adopt a strategy to weaken CSR, when stakeholders take a passive role.

4.2. Adjusted payoff matrix
Since we have concluded that the Nash equilibrium strategy for MNEs in the face of passivity from
stakeholders, we also conclude that if we want MNEs in China to carry out CSR stakeholders must
take active roles, with corresponding measures so as to cause MNEs and stakeholders to reach a
new Nash equilibrium for the game. The modified game model follows. The modified game model
adds two new factors to the former ones. The first is to introduce a new incentive mechanism, namely stakeholders taking an active role, providing MNEs higher rewards for CSR and higher penalties
when they weaken CSR. When the stakeholders take an active role, while no rewards accompany
CSR, higher penalties are associated with a weakening CSR strategy. The other factor in play might
be that stakeholders make more rational judgments with regard to the regulatory costs and benefits. When taking active posture, stakeholders become aware that they will receive the immediate
benefits from CSR plus additional returns from future improvements to economic order and to the
environment brought on by the regulation of MNCs. Stakeholders benefit from larger rents from an
active role than from passivity.
When MNCs carry out CSR and the stakeholders assume a passive role, their respective benefits
are T1 and R. When MNCs carry out CSR and stakeholders are active, their respective benefits are
T1 + W1 and R1 − C1, in which W1 represents rents to MNCs for CSR. R1 is the benefit to stakeholders
when they actively respond which is greater than the benefit R accruing from a passive response. C1
is the regulatory cost for stakeholders when they are passive and when MNCs weaken CSR. In this
case their respective benefits are T1 + T2 − W2 and R − L, where T2 is economics rents for MNCs, W2
is the penalty and L is the loss to stakeholder. When MNCs weaken CSR and stakeholders take an
active role their respective benefits are T1 + T2 − W2 and R1 − C1.

4.3. Corrected payoff matrix
We next suppose given the rewards and penalties presented that stakeholders come to value social
responsibilities more, thus taking active roles. Their benefits R1 consist of the current benefits R as
well as future extra benefits, so R1 > R. Meantime, as they become better informed, they no longer
underestimate L or overestimate C1, which implies L > C1. So, when the MNCs carry out CSR, the total
revenue of the stakeholders with positive response R1 − C1 is bigger than R − L with a weakening
strategy. Meanwhile, when the MNCs weaken their social responsibility, the total revenue of the
stakeholders with positive response R1 − C1 is larger than R with little stakeholder involvement.
Therefore, whatever strategy MNCs take, the dominant strategy of the stakeholders is to take an
active role. As stakeholders increase penalties for MNCs weakening social responsibility and increase
the rewards for the ones carrying out CSR, the extra benefits T2 < W2 when the MNCs weaken their
social responsibility. Similarly, the rewards W1 + T1 when the MNCs carry out their social responsibility
is far bigger than the total revenue T1 + T2 − W2 when the MNCs weaken their social responsibility,
which makes the final dominant strategy for MNCs to carry out their social responsibility. In the
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Figure 4. Adjusted payoff
matrix.

MNC Subsidiary in China
2
1

Weakening
CSR Actions

Stakeholders
Postrure

Active

R1-C1, T1+T2-W2

Passive

R-L, T1+T2-W

Carrying out
CSR Actions

R1-C1, T1+W1

R, T1

model, the dominant strategy of the game is that the MNC subsidiaries in China carry out their social
responsibility, and the stakeholders take positive response with rewards and punishment mechanism.
The payoff matrix of the parties in the corrected game model is shown as following Figure 4.

5. Conclusions
The aim of this paper has been to characterize the decision choices MNC managers face as a twoperson game and explore whether game theory, based on cost–benefit analysis, can contribute to a
better understanding of the tendency to diminish CSR. In responding Samuelson’s (2016), call to
apply game theory to aggregate individual motivations to understand important complex phenomena we took a game-theoretic approach to explore weakened CSR commitment in the Chinese context. We have explored the reasons MNCs in China choose to weaken CSR, and put forward
corresponding solution sets for the problem of weakening social responsibility by building a modified
Nash Equilibrium game model. Our analysis has employed cost/benefit and game analysis to contribute to the scarce research related to CSR by MNCs in China. In our formulation, the strategies of
MNCs and stakeholders are implicitly dependent on their respective cost judgments. A key conclusion is that weakening social responsibility of the MNC subsidiaries in China is the equilibrium strategy of the game with stakeholders, as it exists presently. We further conclude that without a more
robust reward and penalty mechanism, MNCs benefit when they weaken CSR. At present, stakeholders are insufficiently engaged to pay enough attention to CSR or to effect change. Therefore, we can
also conclude that equilibrium occurs in diminished CSR as long as stakeholders remain passive. Our
research makes three unique contributions to the international business, and CSR literature. The
conclusions we draw from our framework are relevant to the extent that managers wish to enhance
shareholder wealth, we are able to infer important managerial implications. First, we develop two
cost–benefit formulations representing the trade-off relationships faced by MNCs and by CSR stakeholders. In the first formulation, we illustrate that firms pursuing CSR incur direct costs, while benefitting from the corresponding economic rents. This formulation also recognizes that countervailing
costs exist if MNCs weaken their CSR efforts. We show that stakeholder groups have similar cost–
benefit trade-offs. The analysis of regulatory costs for stakeholders shows that where stakeholders
deal actively, regulation will increase along with direct costs. We show that the more stakeholders
value the cost of MNCs weakening the social responsibility, the higher the probability that stakeholders will respond actively and the higher the likely degree of regulation to follow. A second contribution we make is by developing a new game-theoretic framework that produced a payoff matrix that
explains the downward pressure on CSR in China. We integrate stakeholders’ desires in our framework, rather than studying CSR in isolation. Our results explain the CSR posture of MNCs in China. The
results clarify how MNC’s in emerging economies respond to pressure or indifference from stakeholders. Importantly, this finding might provide direction for policy changes. Another game-theoretic contribution comes from our second formulation and its associated payoff matrix. The matrix
illustrates that the passivity of stakeholders may explain decreasing CSR and that should
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stakeholder activism increase, CSR would increase as well. Thirdly, since prior research has not addressed the problem of decreasing CSR in China directly, we contribute by opening the door to further empirical investigation based on our findings. There are limits to our research imposed by the
methods we employed. First, the cost analysis of the MNC subsidiaries in China and the stakeholders
are quite simple, and need to be further expanded and elaborated in different contexts. In this connection, other elements (like MNC international strategy, type of product, market maturity, culture)
also affect the decisions made. Our research has not specifically included those factors. Thus, our
results are necessarily limited by this exclusion. Second, the definition of the problem of the weakening social responsibility is complex and changing. MNC subsidiaries in China are addressed here in a
general sense. The general findings are interesting. However, other studies addressing disaggregated groupings deserve separate analyses. The comparison of CSR practices at home vs. within the
host country deserves more detailed study as well. Future research should focus on social responsibility issues at different periods of China’s reform and opening to foreign investment as well as address the different approaches of MNCs from different countries. Third, the static game model
illustrated here is relatively simple, and the actual game between the MNC subsidiaries in China and
the stakeholders is a dynamic equilibrium process. Future research might focus on dynamic game
models, particularly focusing on the dynamic game describing social responsibility between the MNC
subsidiaries in China and the Chinese Government. Despite these limitations and shortcomings, the
paper makes certain important additions to our understanding of the issue of weakening CSR in
China and how their social responsibility role might increase with increased stakeholder
involvement.
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